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La Fondazione Intercultura Onlus nasce il 12 maggio 2007 da una costola dell’Associazione che porta
lo stesso nome e che da 55 anni accumula un patrimonio unico di esperienze educative internazionali,
che la Fondazione intende utilizzare su più vasta scala, favorendo una cultura del dialogo e dello scambio
interculturale tra i giovani e sviluppando ricerche, programmi e strutture che aiutino le nuove generazioni
ad aprirsi al mondo ed a vivere da cittadini consapevoli e preparati in una società multiculturale.
Vi ha aderito il Ministero degli Affari Esteri. La Fondazione è presieduta dall’Amba sciatore Roberto
Toscano; segretario generale è Roberto Ruffino; del consiglio e del comitato scientifico fanno parte
eminenti rappresentanti del mondo della cultura, dell’economia e dell’università.
Nei primi anni di attività ha promosso convegni internazionali sulla Identità italiana tra Europa e società
multiculturale e sull’educazione al cosmopolitismo, numerosi incontri con interculturalisti di vari Paesi,
ricerche sulla percezione dell’alterità da parte dei giovani, un progetto pilota di scambi intra-europei
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di Intercultura. Gestisce il sito www.scuoleinternazionali.org.
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tradizioni culturali diverse ed aiutarle a comprendersi e a collaborare in modo costruttivo.
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A distanza di due anni dal Forum on Intercultural Learning and Exchange del 2009 la
Fondazione Intercultura ha organizzato a Colle Val d’Elsa, dal 27 al 29 ottobre 2011, un secon-
do incontro di studiosi ed attori di esperienze interculturali, focalizzato sull’apprendimento
interculturale delle famiglie che accolgono in casa studenti provenienti da altri Paesi per lun-
ghi soggiorni di studio in Italia. È un tema poco ricercato e su cui manca una valida lette-
ratura di riferimento. Ma è un tema importante per Intercultura, che vuole coinvolgere a pari

titolo nel suo progetto educativo studenti, famiglie e scuole.
L’incontro ha avuto carattere internazionale ed i lavori si sono svolti in lingua inglese. Per
questo motivo anche gli Atti contenuti in questo numero sono pubblicati in lingua inglese.
La Fondazione Intercultura ringrazia gli studiosi che hanno contribuito alla sostanza delle
discussioni ed in particolare Milton Bennett e l’istituto IDRI (Intercultural Development
Research Institute) che ha co-patrocinato l’evento ed ha contribuito in modo determinante
alla sua realizzazione.
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The second Forum on Intercultural 
Learning and Exchange
The Other Side of Exchange: 
Host Family Intercultural Learning

Colle di Val d’Elsa (Siena) – October 28th and 29th 2011

Friday October 28th

The day will focus on understanding the nature of intercultural learning in host families. Ida Castiglioni (Bicocca
University of Milan) will present original research on two groups of Italian host families. A panel of former host
parents will present their experiences and will add personal reflections. Group discussions and a plenary debrief
session will define topics for further discussion the next day and beyond.

09:00 • Introduction to the session by Milton Bennett
09:15 • Presentation of research by Ida Castiglioni
10:30 • Break
11:00 • Panel presentation by former host families facilitated by Roberto Ruffino, Concetta Allocca, 

Anna Rita Marini Fasser, Cathy Linsenmayer, Maria Chiara Spotti, Cristina Terrasi Borghesan, 
Ulrich Zeuschel

13:00 • Lunch
14:30 • Group discussions
16:30 • Break
17:00 • Plenary: group facilitator reports and conclusions
18:00 • Closing
20:00 • Dinner at Molino il Moro in lower Colle Val d'Elsa

Saturday October 29th

The day will explore what can be done to improve the host family intercultural learning that occurs within exchange
programs. Lee Knefelkamp (Teachers College at Columbia University) will make a presentation on adult education
and its application to intercultural learning. Susanna Mantovani (Bicocca University of Milan) will act as a discussant.
(Susanna was unable to perform this role due to illness. Group discussions will explore current efforts and suggest
improvements for incorporating intercultural learning into host family activities.

09:00 • Presentation by Lee Knefelkamp
10:00 • Discussion by Susanna Mantovani (cancelled)
11:00 • Break
11:30 • First round of groups
13:00 • Lunch
14:30 • Second round of groups
16:00 • Break
16:30 • Plenary: group facilitator reports and conclusions
17:30 • Closing
18:00 • Departure by charter bus to Siena
20:00 • Dinner at Contrada “La Giraffa”
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The second Forum on Intercultural Learning
and Exchange (FILE II) was held in Colle Val
d’Elsa on October 28-29, 2011. Building on the

topic of “intercultural learning”(IL) established in the
original “Moving Beyond Mobility” conference (Berlin,
October 2008) and expanded into “narrating re-entry”
in the first Forum (Colle Val d’Elsa, October 2009), this
Forum tackled the subject of “intercultural learning 
in exchange host families.” As with the previous
conferences, the goal of FILE II was to allow scholars,
researchers, and practitioners to explore the state of
the art of intercultural learning with applications to
particular practices within international exchange. 

The program design and implementation of
FILE is contributed by IDRInstitute Europa as part
of its mission to support the development of coherent
theory and research in intercultural communication.
Intercultura Foundation contributes on-site
arrangements and travel expenses of invited
scholar/researchers, pursuing its mission of organizing
meetings on innovative intercultural education
and exchange. Participants in FILE are invited from
the IDRInstitute network of researchers, from
Intercultura’s network of practitioners and academics,
and from the wider community of AFS Intercultural
Programs and other international exchange programs.

FILE uses a generative conference format, which
combines limited plenary input from experts, facilitated
small-group discussion among participants, and
plenary debriefing of discussions to yield further
research topics and practical actions. A more extensive
discussion of the structure and outcomes of FILE can
be found in Intercultura 57, 2nd Trimester, 2010, where
the outcomes of the 2009 FILE I on intercultural
learning and re-entry narration are summarized.
FILE II followed the general format of FILE I, with
the addition of some original research conducted for
the purpose of the conference. A highlight of both

The second 
Forum on Intercultural 
Learning and Exchange
The Other Side of Exchange: 
Host Family Intercultural Learning
Summary by Milton J. Bennett, Ph.D.

OVERVIEW OF THE FORUM FILE conferences was the opportunity for extensive
interaction both during the conference and at the
excellent hosted dinners.

This article summarizes the input and outcomes
of FILE II on the topic of host family intercultural
learning. It maintains the sequence of the conference,
which devoted the first day to exploring current
research and theory about host family intercultural
learning and the second day to understanding current
efforts and formulating new ways to incorporate host
family intercultural learning into exchange programs.
I wish to express my thanks to Andrea Pellis for
compiling transcripts and charts and for writing initial
drafts of the host family panel summary and the
summary of the second day discussion groups. 

Introductory comments by Milton Bennett

Let me first reiterate something that Roberto Ruffino
said last night: we do not spend much time thinking
about hosting, yet when you stop to think about it,
the major impact for students who are in homestays
is from host families. Whatever pre-departure

DAY ONE
HOST FAMILY INTERCULTURAL
LEARNING – CURRENT RESEARCH 
AND THEORY
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orientation or on-site facilitation they have really
pales compared to the amount of time that they are
spending with the host family. This is a really
important yet neglected topic.I am pleased that
Intercultura Foundation decided to spend time and
money to focus on it, and I am glad that IDRInstitute
can contribute to the effort in this conference.

The basic concept embedded in this conference
and the two that preceded it (“Moving Beyond Mobility
in Berlin” in 2008 and the first FILE in 2009 here in
Colle Val d’Elsa) is that of “intercultural learning.”
Here is the definition that we have been using:

Acquiring increased awareness of subjective
cultural context (world view), including one’s
own, and developing greater ability to
interact sensitively and competently across
cultural contexts as both an immediate and
long-term effect of exchange.

With this rather precise definition, we can assess
the extent to which intercultural learning is occurring
in any cross-cultural situation. This is the basis of
much current research in study abroad, including the
most recent DMIS/IDI studies of intercultural
learning in AFS Intercultural Programs with which
I have been associated. And this is what we are
looking for in host families. 

Like exchange students, families may be having
other kinds of important experiences associated with
hosting, and our focus on intercultural learning is not
meant to lessen the importance of those experiences.
For instance, students and families typically report
having a strong experience of family bonding, and this
is an important part of the AFS experience. But it is a
different experience than that associated with
intercultural learning. The assumption underlying the
conference is that, if intercultural learning could be
strengthened as part of the hosting experience, it would
translate into better intercultural learning for students
as well as provide added benefits to the host families.

There are three additional concepts that I think we
need to keep in mind as we go through these two days.
They are by now embedded in AFS Intercultural
Programs so this is more of a reminder than an
introduction. The first of these concepts is a distinction
between “big C” and “little c” culture. You will recall
that “big C” culture has to do with the institutions that
people have generated over time such as music, dance,
political systems, economic systems, heroes and
holidays –the kinds of things that frequently are the
educational focus of study abroad. However knowledge
about “big C” culture does not constitute the experience
of study abroad. The experience of being in a different
culture is mainly that of confronting a different cultural
worldview, or “little c” culture, and intercultural

learning derives from that experience. This distinction
is becoming well known in international education, and
its relationship to intercultural learning is being
supported by current research such as the Georgetown
study (Vande Berg, 2009).

In order for us to perceive and describe differences
in cultural worldview, we need to have special
observational categories. These categories are known
within AFS as the five frameworks: 
• cultural patterns of language use such as the social

rituals of greeting or complimenting, 
• nonverbal behavior such as eye contact, 
• communication style such as high or low-context

description, 
• thinking or perceptual style as inductive or

deductive logic,
• and cultural values such as individualism or

collectivism. 
Among these categories, cultural values tend to

get the most attention. Probably this is not because
differences in cultural values are more important to
intercultural learning, but just that they have been
the focus of more research. It is like looking for your
keys under the street lamp, not because you left them
there, but because that is where the light is best.
Cultural values are the closest to “big C” culture –
we frequently describe cultural values as if they are
things like musical or political traditions: they are
easy to study because they are relatively stable and
there is a long history of describing them. It is likely,
however, that cultural values are the least important
of the differences that contribute to intercultural
learning, precisely because we are more likely to treat
them as cultural institutions. It is the confrontation
with behavior, not institutions, that is at the crux of
intercultural experience and learning.

A perfect place to have a confrontation with different
cultural behavior, and therefore to have the most
profound intercultural experience and potential for
intercultural learning, is in a host family. Whether that
in fact happens or not, or whether we have the language
to talk about it is one of the questions of this conference.

The other major concept needs to accompany all
discussions of intercultural learning is the distinction
between generalizations and stereotypes. When we talk
about “culture,” we must talk about a group of people
– a population. To perceive a difference between one
group and another, we apply of our special observational
categories, and we see how that population is distributed
along the continuum. For instance, if we look at Chinese
people, who are an extremely varied group, we
nevertheless can see that relative to US Americans
they are more collectivist. On the other hand, if we
were to compare Germans and Italians on the
continuum, Italians would look more collectivist and
the Germans would look more individualistic.
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A generalization about a population becomes a
stereotype when it is applied to any particular
individual. Not all Italians are collectivist – there are
many individualistic Italians, or Chinese for that matter,
and there are also many collectivist Americans or
Germans. It is just that those people are deviants,
meaning that they are more than two standard
deviations from the norm. Therefore, when we are in
cross-cultural situations, we are attempting to recognize
the predominant tendency in the other culture but
keeping in mind that our actual experience may be with
somebody who is located outside the norm of one of
these distributions. For that reason, to make accurate
generalizations you have to look at lots of people. This
is the problem with anecdote; while it is rich in talking
about experience, it is poor in making generalizations.
This is also true for us personally. If you go to, say,
Mexico, your initial experience is likely to be with a
deviant. Why would the first person you meet in another
culture be a deviant? Just because you met him! He is
deviant because he is saying “I know what I am going
to do, I am going to talk to this foreigner!” We need to
keep in mind that in the best sense of deviant, host
families are also likely to be deviant to some extent.
That is, we need to be careful not to assume that a host
family, or a student for that matter, is representative
in any way of the mainstream of their cultures. 

Knowing generalizations about culture allow us to
understand more aspects of people's behavior, be they
students or host families, even though they may not
match some stereotype or label that we have made up
to describe how those people should be. And just to

complicate it, some people can code-shift, so that when
they are around US Americans they act like US
Americans, but when they are around Mexicans they
act like Mexicans. Some of the students and some of
the families are pretty good at code-shifting, and it
complicates the picture. For instance, a family may
correctly note that their code-shifting Mexican student
acts “just like an Italian” and then conclude that
Mexican culture is not that different from Italian
culture. By generalizing about culture from a single
case, the family has also created a stereotype – they
have confused the individual with the group. As a result,
they may miss seeing important differences between
Mexican and Italian cultures, and intercultural learning
will suffer.

By the way, we should remind ourselves that
cultural differences do not have an independent
existence in the world; categories of cultural difference
are constructed in order to guide our comparisons of
cultural groups. This constructivist assumption is very
important, because when we come to talking about the
families one of the questions would be: “have they
constructed the appropriate categories that allow them
to see relevant cultural differences?” If they have, they
are more likely to derive intercultural learning from
their hosting experience. If they have not, they may
still be having an important experience, but it is less
likely to yield intercultural learning.

In addition to the ideas of subjective culture and
generalizations, the third idea that is central to
intercultural learning is the acquisition of intercultural
competence or sensitivity. These terms refer to a
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developmental process that moves through identifiable
positions or stages. Since most of you are familiar with
the DMIS model, I will not go through each position.
But let me emphasize that the general developmental
movement is from ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism.
Ethnocentrism is where your experience of the world
is centered on your own culture; you experience your
own culture as being pretty much at the center of reality.
The experience of ethnocentrism makes it hard to be
aware of other cultures, since they don’t seem as real
as your own. It is difficult for ethnocentric people to
imagine another culture as being equally good or
equally complex as their own, and they may experience
their culture as being intrinsically superior. Another
manifestation of ethnocentrism may be the experience
that, some superficial cultural differences, deep down
everybody either is or wants to be culturally like you. 

To contrast the experience of ethnocentrism, I
created the term “ethnorelativism,” where "ethno"
means “culture” and "relative" means “looking at things
in cultural context” (Bennett, 1986, 2004). People who
are operating in this area are able to experience their
own culture as one way of organizing reality. They may
be able, to some extent, to shift their behavior to be
appropriate in different cultural contexts, ideally while
the other person is shifting as well so as to create a
mutual adaptation. At the end of the continuum, the
experience of ethnorelativism is expressed as having
a “multicultural identity” – being a person who routinely
experiences and adapts to cultural differences.

Research about intercultural learning tries to
ascertain if and how people are experiencing cultural

difference. It is common to use interviewing in this kind
of research, and what we try to do is to determine how
people talk about their experience of cultural difference,
to see whether it reflects to some extent one of the DMIS
positions. This research tries to describe how people
acquire different sorts of experience, particularly those
kinds of experience that we know are associated with
intercultural learning. The purpose of research into
intercultural learning is not to label people as being “in
Defense” or “in Minimization.” In other words, DMIS
analysis is like intercultural analysis; the goal is to
describe a difference, not to label people as one thing
or another. In the case of DMIS, the model creates
categories that allow us to see differences in how easily
people can experience cultural differences. If people
are described as exhibiting Defense tendencies, it means
that it is less likely that they can accept cultural
differences, and therefore they are less likely to acquire
intercultural learning from a cross-cultural encounter. 

Throughout the next two days, we will be using the
accepted concepts of intercultural learning – cultural
generalizations, frameworks of cultural difference, and
developmental issues –to explore how hosting can be
a more intrinsic part of intercultural learning in
international exchange.

Report on new research by Ida Castiglioni

During the spring of 2011, 26 Italian host families
related to two big organizations (Intercultura/AFS
Italy and Fondazione Don Gnocchi) were interviewed
through semi-structured recorded interviews. The
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main goal of the research was to understand whether
families that hadhosted a foreign student/person in
their home would indicate the presence of intercultural
learning in their discourse. Despite the fact that all of
these hosting experiences were successful ones in
traditional terms, the main finding of the research is
that hosting somebody from one month to one year
remains a “sentimental” experience in the memory of
these families. That is, families describe the hosting
experience in terms of positive and negative emotions
and not in terms of the acquisition of knowledge or the
development of skills. Results of content analysis of
the families’ narratives (parents and children) from
both groups of families revealed a mostly ethnocentric
experience (Denial, Defense, and/or Minimization).
While the Don Gnocchi families did make reference to
specific cultural differences that had been presented
during their orientation, the AFS families did not refer
to cultural differences in any realm of the homestay,
including in those rare cases when conflict was
reported. Based on these data, there was no evidence
of intercultural learning (as defined here) in either
group of host families. Further discussion among
researchers and practitioners about the need of
intentional educational efforts for families is suggested.

A complete summary of the host family research,
“Intercultural Learning of Hosting Families,” is
presented elsewhere in this issue of Intercultura.

The following questions were submitted to families
several days prior to the panel presentation. The
purpose of each question is in (parentheses) at the
beginning. These questions are similar to those used
in the Castiglioni research and are meant to guide
respondents’ thinking about the issues along the
developmental lines of intercultural sensitivity.
Questions therefore move from making general
distinctions about differences in behavior that might
be personal, situational, or cultural, to making more
distinctions about specific cultural differences. then to
developing cultural self-awareness – all exploring the
move from Minimization to Acceptance. The last two
questions explore the development of Adaptation and
Integration, respectively. In addition, the questions
are meant to surface whether respondents are: 
1. (General observation about difference) What were

some differences (aside from personality) that you
observed between your student and students of a
similar age that you know here in Italy?

2. (Observation of general cultural difference) What
are some examples of thoughts and actions of your
student that might indicate different cultural codes
that they were raised with?

3. (Observation of specific differences in communication)
Did you observe differences in how your student,
compared to typical Italians of the same age,
approached dealing with issues such as 1) taking

responsibility in the house; 2) dealing with
disagreement; 3) pursuing friendships; 4)
communicating with teachers and others in
institutional rules.

4. (Cultural self-awareness) Did you learn something
about Italian culture in the process of understanding
the culture of your foreign student?

5. (Intercultural adaptation) Did you modify your
behavior to take into account the differences you
observed? Can you give an example? How did you
feel about doing it?

6. (Integration of learning) In what ways has your
experience hosting a foreign student affected the
way you approach other parts of your life, for
instance your family, your work, your interests,
or your thoughts about society.
The selected panel of very experienced host

families demonstrated that it is indeed possible for
families to be aware of cultural differences and to
apply their intercultural learning to subsequent
hosting situations. As such they represented a kind
of benchmark in comparison to the normative baseline
established by the Castiglioni study. Clues to how the
subject might be approached in orientation or training
can be derived from the panel’s demonstration of
learning.

Families were mostly able to make observations
about general differences. While noting that it is
difficult to make generalizations based on a few cases,
host families agreed that hosted students tend to be
more independent and willing to take responsibility
in the house compared to Italian students, especially
regarding organizing themselves and participating
in family chores. Furthermore, differences were
reported among students coming from different parts
of the world, with the ones from “western” countries
(Europe, North and South America, Australia) being
more independent both in and outside the house, and
the “eastern” ones (middle and far East) being
similarly able to manage themselves in the house, but

HOST FAMILY PANEL FACILITATED BY ROBERTO RUFFINO 
AND COMPOSED OF:

Concetta Allocca (Naples), host mother of Atef (Tunisia), Maja (Croatia).

Anna Rita Marini (Brescia), hostmother of Aditi (India), Farida (Egypt), Camilla
(USA), Nemesio (Philippines), Sue (Malaysia), Diamela (Chile), Jordan (USA),
Varpu (Finland). 

Cathy Linsenmayer (Ivrea), host mother of Shujian (Cina), Muhammad Sallehin
(Malaysia), Joshua Richard (Australia), Shuichi (Japan), Kira (Finland), Daniel (USA).

Maria Chiara Spotti (Parma), host mother of Lea (Austria), Nils (Germany).

Cristina Borghesan (Palermo), host mother of Anirudh (India), Cloe (Argentina),
Deyanira (Honduras).

Ulrich Zeutschel (Germany), host brother of Karin (USA). His parents hosted
many times.
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abroad participants from 22 U.S. colleges, universities,
and education abroad providers had a similar finding
(Paige & Fry, 2008). At the highest rate of all the issues
polled, 70% of participants reported that study abroad
had influenced them toward “voluntary simplicity” – a
rendition of “non-materialism.”

The issue of non-materialism is a good example
of how families might benefit from more orientation
on the topic of cultural differences. In this case, the
difference between the AFSer and host-culture peers
is probably related more to the ASFers’ choice to be
exchange students than to systematic cultural
differences. Being able to discern which differences
are situational like this one, which are personality-
based, and which are cultural could be very useful to
families in dealing with their students.

Several examples of more specific cultural
differences with were brought up. One was the use
of the house as a private or public place, indicating
some definite cultural difference in defining what is
acceptable inside one’s house and what is not.
Differences were noticed about the topics of day-to-
day conversation within the family. It was noted that
in some cultures, regardless of their maturity level,
kids are accustomed to discussing topics (for example
the family’s money management), which are not
common in Italy until children are much older,
regardless of their maturity level. Another major
difference that seems to arise from cultural codes is
the concept of what is taboo and how to react to that.
This was especially noticed with students from the
Far East, regarding things like bad words or sex
related topics or innuendos, with reaction ranging
from just giggling to open refusal to discuss the
subject. Some students coming from seemingly
“traditional” countries like Egypt, while possibly
showing very open behaviors for some aspects
(clothing for example), still kept a strong cultural
background on others, like the relationship between
male and female friends. 
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needing a lot of help to relate to peers outside. One
family reported: “In general we found that several
of the students we hosted, and especially the boy from
Australia and the girl from Finland, were much
more independent. They were more responsible in
organizing themselves, not necessarily wanting to
share that with us. Whereas we found that Italian
students would have been a lot more dependent on
their parents at that age.” One participant noticed a
wider view of the world in the hosted students, in
terms of making and implementing plans for the
future with a very autonomous outlook. It was also
noted that hosted students are usually more inclined
to accept rules.

Later in the conversation, another general
difference between hosted students and Italians was
noted; hosted students tend to be less conformist and
materialist than the average Italian teenager. One
family reported: “I think the guy we hosted had other
status symbols than Italian peers. It was not
important to him to have a cell phone, a motorbike
or the like, or to be dressed in a certain way. He was
less conformist than the average Italian teenager.” 

As expected, responses to the initial question were
a mix of general cultural differences and situational
differences. The distinction between Western and
Eastern groups was clearly a general cultural difference.
But the observation that hosted students were more
autonomous could easily be an outcome of the exchange
selection process, and the fact that some students were
quieter could be attributable to either situational factors
such as language and communication style barriers, or
personality. It is probably also situational that hosted
students seem less materialistic than host-culture peers.
Neal Groves’ AFS research found a high level of
discrepancy between those who went abroad and those
who did not in what he named “non-materialism,”
meaning the appreciation for non-material goods. More
recently, SAGE (Study Abroad for Global Engagement)
conducted on a sample of over 6,000 former study



As the discussion moved toward more specific
differences in communication, the mix of situational
and cultural factors continued. Many of the host families
were convinced that none of the students they hosted
were really prepared for the kind of arguments that go
on in Italy, where people tend to raise their voice and
shout at each other. Of course that usually does not
mean that things are at a critical point, it is just the
Italian way of discussing, but all the students seem to
have had a hard time dealing with that at the beginning.

It was noted, however, that that in the host family
situation, both students and families tend to avoid
conflict as much as possible. Unless the relationship is
really bad in general, most of the time the host family
tries to smooth things out and so does the student. This
probably also depends on the length of the experience.
The level of disagreement in short experiences (up to
3 months) tends to be lower, compared to longer ones
(semester and year programs): during the latter,
disagreements cannot be ignored, because the student
is not going away soon and the situation has to be
addressed. Additionally, some host families see having
a “serious” disagreement as a sign of a student’s good
integration into the family, as the relationship starts to
be similar to natural children’s. This observation could
be culture-based (showing cultural adaptation to Italian
style) or it could be situational (acting like a member of
the family). The difference is that if the disagreement
with a hosted student cannot be settled, there is always
the possibility of a family change, while of course that
is not an option with natural children, especially in Italy.

In terms of differences in pursuing friendships,
some host families noted that their perception of what
making friends and building a relationship meant was
completely different from what the hosted students
were expecting and doing. The major difference seems
to be that hosted students (especially those coming
from the Far East) prefer to have a more intimate
relationship with a few close friends, while the average
Italian teenager tends to build a big group but to keep
things less intimate. Moreover, those students who
prefer smaller groups prefer to invite friends or be
invited and spend time at home instead of going out to
have fun.A further note was made about the fact that
hosted students tend to pursue the same framework
they have at home in terms of opportunities to make
friends. This was particularly noticeable with American
students, as many of them seem to be missing the
almost institutionalized opportunities to meet people
they have in a US high school.

In terms of communication with teachers and
others in institutional roles, host families noted that
in general the students they hosted did not have a
particularly good experience with school. This may
have to do mostly with situational factors such as the
structure and style of the Italian education system.

But in cultural terms, families noted that students
from Eastern cultures tend to accept things as they
are because they see school as a fundamental part of
their development, and school results as an indicator
for success. They also tend to be very respectful of
teachers, keeping a formal relationship. Moreover,
some of them discovered an “artistic” side to their
studies in terms of applied arts, which they usually do
not get the chance to follow at home. On the other
hand, students from Western cultures are more
frustrated in the Italian system, since many of them
are accustomed to a much less formal and friendly
relationship with teachers, and they want to choose
the subjects to study that they are most interested in.

In terms of cultural self-awareness, host families
reported that they discovered a lot of things of their
culture that they took for granted before. To have to
explain so many things to the hosted students gave
them the opportunity to document on a lot of “forgotten”
cultural aspects, small things that they do daily and
mechanically, yet are “normal” only in their cultural
context. According to some families, they did not really
learn anything new about Italian culture, but rather
had the chance to look at it from a different perspective
through the eyes of the hosted students. Comments
were made about the role of religion in different cultural
contexts and the value of giving positive feedback to
children instead of criticizing.

One host family reported: “Indeed the presence
of a hosted student made us think about all the small
things that we take for granted. For example our
student was so surprised that we ate black bread,
while for us it was something you do not even think
about. It would probably be unusual for a family to
think about culture because a family is a primary
group, not one that thinks about rules and norms
unless somebody else comes in and “forces” to do it.”

While another family recounted: ”I found myself
many times considering what the student would think
about something that was said or things that
happened, since he was looking from a different
perspective. For example he was very surprised about
school strikes and occupations. It was something
unbelievable for him and to see his reaction made me
think again about it as well.”

In terms of intercultural adaptation, all host
families confirmed that they changed some behaviors
and approaches as a consequence of the hosting
experience. Changes range from very practical things,
like realizing that children can go to school on their
own (as opposed to being too protective, common in
the Italian culture), to more conceptual ones like
changing the concept of “guest” and how you treat one.
One of the families reported: “When I first thought
about this point and talked about it with my husband,
we both said that we have not changed anything. But
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then looking at it closer, we did change things after all.
And one of the things we changed most is the time you
need to invest in a new person, not because they need
help, but because you want to spend time to make sure
that they are OK. For us the biggest investment was
spending time with a student to see how he perceived
the experience and see if we could give him some sort
of key to understand. It also meant looking at our own
family and understanding how Italian we were or we
weren’t and how we compared to other cultures. That
lead to a much better appreciation of things that we
had taken for granted, for example the very Italian
importance of family and friends. So in the end hosting
did change our family in the way we look at the world
and our interaction with the students.” Another one
said “Probably the hosting experience gave me a more
confident outlook on others and other cultures, by
removing the fear of the unknown.”

In general though, the greatest change seems to
happen in host brothers and sisters, more than on
adults. Families reported that their children developed
more appreciation of the common humanity of people
across cultures, as well as the ability to make friends
and feel comfortable in multicultural situations.
According to one family, their children “have a much
broader view of the world because we hosted.” 

Again as expected, the panel of families reported
observations of cultural differences (mixed with
situational differences) much more readily than they
reported intercultural adaptations. The issue of long-
term integration of learning is the most difficult to
discuss in a limited time, and it understandably did
not receive a lot of attention in this short discussion. 

In the end Roberto Ruffino closed the panel with the
following statement: “…In our western school of thought,
the value of love in learning tends to be underrated. Yet
one of my masters, Bogdan Suchodolski from Poland,
kept on repeating that one can only learn what one loves.
Having said this, I think that an educational experience
that is so deeply rooted in love and in emotions cannot
be meaningless in its learning value. The time that a
foreign student and a family spend together and
eventually “fall in love” with one another is just the
beginning of a process that it is difficult to evaluate when
the year is over, because it generates a mental and
psychological change, an opening to other ways of
thinking, which leave some healthy questions in the minds
of those who are involved. A family may not be able to
understand the subtle cultural differences of a hosted
student, and yet they love that person nonetheless; they
are encouraged to understand the differences, although
the understanding may come much later in life. I
remember Pope Paul VI saying something that struck
a cord in my mind, something that is very similar to what
Bogdan Suchodolski said; that there is no more beautiful
thing in a human relation that loving something/

somebody that you do not understand, because the love
for something that you do not understand generates the
desire for new knowledge. This is what we hope to inspire
ultimately with our exchange programs, although they
seem to generate “only” love and affection.”

The purpose of the group discussions on the first day
was to share aspects of the current state of
intercultural learning of host families, and secondarily
to establish some themes for exploring actions
strategies on the next day. For the most part, the initial
discussion topics were suggested by the invited
experts. Then they were organized into a set that could
generate a good plenary discussion at the end of the
day. The topics and associated questions were:

1. Tolerance and beyond: power relationship in host/
participant relationships (facilitated by Valli Murphy).
a. When there are power differences such as in au

pair programs (with host families similar to
employers), are stereotypes strengthened?

b. How “equal-power” are student/host family
situations, and how might that contribute to
stereotype/prejudice reduction?

c. Other connections or disconnections between
“contact theory” (egAlport, Amir) and intercultural
learning? 

2. Specific implications of intercultural learning for
siblings compared to parents (facilitated by Tom
Kurz).
a. Are siblings more or less inclined to acquire

intercultural learning than parents? Why?
b. Does learning occur for families and/or

participants differently with or with siblings?
c. Other considerations of peers vs. parents in how

intercultural learning occurs?
3. Relationship of cultural factors and family

dynamics (facilitated by Arne Weidemann).
a. How important are family dynamics vs cultural

differences in the host family exchange experience?
b. What are some ways that family dynamics

support or hinder intercultural learning?
4. Reciprocity in exchange and service-learning: what

does the community “get” (facilitated by Barry Morris).
a. In service learning, what is the contribution to

the community in terms of intercultural learning
(beyond the “service” itself)

b. In student exchange, how does the student’s
presence contribute to intercultural learning in
schools and universities?

5. The formation and effect of host family expectations
about learning (facilitated by Ida Castiglioni).
a. What general expectations derived from society

do families bring into the exchange experience?

DAY ONE
GROUP DISCUSSION
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b. How might those expectations impede intercultural
learning?

c. How are impeding expectations supported by
program structure and directives?

Each group facilitator presented the results of his/her
discussion in a plenary session, with time for
interaction from other facilitators and group
members, and additional questions or comments from
other participants. This made for a lively and fast-
moving session that provided an overview of thinking
about the topic and some ideas for the next day’s
discussions. Following is a selection of the conclusions
organized by group topic.

Tolerance and beyond: power relationship 
in host/participant relationships

Valli Murphy reported that concepts of “power” and
“tolerance” were not well understood, and a large part
of the time was spent defining and discussing the terms.
A good way to define “power” in a communication
context is from symbolic interactionism (e.g. Goffman,
1959): “the ability to define the situation.” In cross-
cultural situations, power is expressed by imposing one
set of cultural norms. For instance, in international
corporations, the home office often expresses power
by imposing a corporate culture that is mostly based
on the home nationality. Or, in migration situations,

the members of the host culture may require that
immigrants assimilate into the host culture in order
to be successful. Similarly, in host family situations
power is expressed when the family assumes that it
is mainly the students’ responsibility to adapt to the
host. Of course, part of the relationship with a hosted
exchange student is that of parent, and insistence on
operating within the family rules is usually a
necessary exercise of parental power. 

One of the well-know outcomes of exchange is an
increase in “tolerance.” Usually this means the
recognition of other people as equally human to one’s
self and a willingness to allow a certain amount of
difference to exist within that context of similarity.
So, Western religious tolerance allows various
expressions of spirituality, although it may not extend
to extreme forms of animism or atheism. In hosting
situations, students generally become more aware
of the humanity of their hosts and vice versa, leading
to a mutual increase in tolerance. 

In The Nature of Prejudice, Gordon Allport(1959)
posited that in relatively equal-power cross-cultural
situations, prejudice would be reduced and tolerance
increased. Most unpaid host family situations represent
such as equal-power relationship, unless the exercise
of parental power is really extreme. However, in paid
hosting situations the relationship is more that of
landlord and renter, and in those cases it is common
for both hosts and students to have their cultural
prejudices confirmed and even strengthened. Another
case of high power difference is in “educational” au pair

PLENARY SESSION REPORTS
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exchanges, where the relationship of host and student
is more that of employer and employee.

In educational exchange, the reduction of prejudice
is a good beginning point. However, if the establishment
of greater tolerance is the main outcome of the
exchange, it fails to meet the definition of intercultural
learning. For IL to occur, there needs to be an effort
toward mutual adaptation. This means that, while the
exchange student naturally attempts to fit into the host
family and society, the family is also making an effort
to understand and adapt to the student. That effort is
less natural, and therefore it must be more intentional.
As we saw in the host family panel, making that effort
results in increased intercultural learning for the family
and also contributes to the student’s learning. It is this
intentional effort toward mutual adaptation that was
missing from the reports of families in the Castiglioni
study. Concomitantly, the families in that study did not
show much evidence of long-term intercultural learning.

Specific implications of intercultural 
learning for siblings compared to parents

In this discussion, Tom Kurz reported that siblings
were seen as extremely important players in the overall
exchange experience. If the siblings were younger, they
were generally excited about having a new sibling,
curious about him or her, and willing to spend lots of
time as a guide and language teacher. Same-age or
older siblings were more likely to keep their attention
on their own network of friends and activities, and the
exchange student needed to fit into that context and
have some common interests to maintain a strong
relationship with the sibling. The possibility of sibling
rivalry between host family and exchange siblings is
also stronger when the age is similar. 

Introducing a new person into a family is very
consequential for all concerned, so it should be
approached consciously and intentionally. Siblings
should be consulted about the decision to host,
expectations of both family members and students
should be surfaced, and a “key person” who is
responsible for attending to the ensuing family
dynamic be identified.

In terms of intercultural learning, siblings may lead
the way in recognizing and accepting cultural differences
without demanding either an explanation or a rationale.
In return, their own horizons are opened, and they often
are motivated to participate in exchange themselves
later on. By interacting with the exchange students more
spontaneously, siblings are often more open than parents
are to new experiences. To capitalize on these strengths,
parents and host siblings should be separated at least
some of the time during orientation and training to
discuss their different roles in the exchange experience.
They would also benefit from different exercises.

Overall, it is important that intercultural learning
be measured at the family level, not just for the
exchange student him or herself. It should be clear
from the beginning that exchange is a mutual learning
situation, and the ways that both siblings and parents
can contribute to the mutual learning need be
specified early on.

Relationship of cultural factors and family
dyna5mics

Connecting up with the sibling theme, Arne Weidemann’s
group discussed families as dynamic and evolving
systems with both explicit and implicit rules. Parents
and children have established roles in the system with
defined power relationships and rituals. Like all
systems, families have ways of defining their
boundaries to establish who are insiders and who are
outsiders, and thus to establish their “family identity.”

Family dynamics do not replace cultural differences
– they simply add another difference in context that
demands adaptation from exchange students. The
family identity could be stronger than the cultural
identity of host family members, in which case it could
represent the greatest adaptation challenge to the
student. Or, the family might be a looser shell that
encourages members to express other aspects of their
identity, both personal and cultural. In the latter case,
the student is more able to focus on cultural
differences, but sometimes at the cost of developing
a strong insider experience of the host family.

Family dynamics are major factors in achieving
the desired outcome of international exchange. If the
family system is strong, it is more likely to generate
the sentimental experience that is central to
increasing tolerance and “world-mindedness.”
However, love does not in itself generate intercultural
learning. For IL to occur, there needs to be explicit
consciousness of cultural differences and specific
mechanisms for dealing with them, along with a
strategy for applying intercultural competence to
other areas of personal and work/study life. 

Host families have different legitimate motives
for hosting that do not necessarily include
intercultural learning. In those cases, an attempt
to focus on IL might even to threatening to the
family’s goals for the exchange experience.
Assuming that programs do not have the luxury of
selecting only families with both good dynamics and
a desire to improve intercultural learning, what can
be done? One thing might be to include more focus
on family dynamics in orientation programs. This
might allow families to more intentionally choose
how to balance the insider family experience with
the outsider cultural experience in a way that
achieves both love and learning.
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Reciprocity in exchange and service-
learning: what does the community “get”?

Barry Morris reported this discussion beginning
with a consideration of “reciprocity.” The idea should
not be equated with precise economic, legal, or any
other measurable balance of outcomes. In fact,
exchange students generally have far more explicit
goals – accelerated learning, personal challenge,
language acquisition, increased tolerance, and maybe
even intercultural competence – than do the
receiving institutions of the family, school, and the
community at large. But in fact those institutions do
have reciprocal benefits. Communities claim to be
more worldly and sophisticated by virtue of having
exchange students present, and schools use exchange
students as resources for increasing intercultural
awareness of native students. In all the institutions,
including the family, an exchange student becomes
a catalyst for change. If managed well, change can
be growth in a desired direction.

Another way to think about reciprocity is as
cost/benefit. The cost of exchange for institutions is
in increased time demands for teachers to deal with
language and learning style differences. The cost for
families is in disruption of normal functioning and
the need to adjust family dynamics. In the case of
families, the costs have probably been anticipated
and compared favorably with the benefits. But schools
and communities are frequently not prepared to
derive the benefits associated with their costs, and
they may therefore resist entering into hosting. 

Requiring only the “bare minimum” (follow rules,
go to school, no drugs) hinders deeper discussion/
interaction and movement from DMIS Minimization
to Acceptance. Intercultural learning is facilitated on
the part of both the student and the family/school/
community by being more explicit and intentional in
the balancing of costs and benefits. When receiving
institutions recognize that the benefits are mutual,
they are more likely to support larger exchange efforts.

The formation and effect of host family
expectations about learning

Ida Castiglioni reported the major conclusion of her
group as “if the family does not expect to learn, it
affects the overall learning potential of the program.”
Therefore, the expectation for learning should be a
more intentional focus at all stages of the host family
experience – recruitment, exploration, selection,
preparation, support, and debriefing.

As also noted in the family dynamics group,
introducing a new family member upsets the equilibrium
of the system. This allows the system to find a new
equilibrium that may be developmental. If the program
stresses “love,” then the family system is more likely to
incorporate the student into a strong sentimental
experience. Such an experience both cements the
student into an expanded family boundary and increases
cross-cultural tolerance. The focus of the student is to
“fit in,” and the focus of the family is to encourage and
facilitate that assimilation. The experience of family love
is strongly motivational for both the family and the
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student, and they both may avoid talking about cultural
differences for fear of interfering with the solidarity of
the newly-formed system. 

If programs were to also stress intercultural
learning for host families, it could establish a more
complex set of expectations for hosting experience.
Students would still be expected to adjust to the
family, but in the interest of intercultural learning
the family would be less demanding of assimilation;
they would want to preserve interesting cultural
differences as part of their relationship with the
student. The challenge to families would be extending
their love to someone who was explicitly different
from them. If met, this challenge could be extremely
beneficial for the family system, enabling it to cope
with other changes such as the maturing of its own
members, divorce and remarriage, and death. Of
course, a stress on IL should also rebound to the
benefit of individual family members by giving them
the expectation of acquiring intercultural competence
along with a new member of the family.

Things that can be done to increase the
expectation of intercultural learning for host families
could include: 1) providing more checkpoints for
reflection during the hosting experience; 2) making
interventions more overt and directed towards
encouraging intercultural learning; 3) using more
concrete language and examples to establish the
expectation of intercultural learning; 4) more effort
to match expectations of families with those of the
program.

Excerpts of introductory remarks 
by Lee Knefelkamp

I want to spend a little time at first to talk about what
we know of general learning theory. That is the
underline foundation for thinking about the more
specific learning that we know will go on during an
exchange. Then I would like to talk about the learning
cycle, in terms of whether some of the things that
research has told us for about 50 or 60 years, and that
I think would seem commonsense, about a cycle of paths
of learning that becomes automatic in our heads, can
help us think about how we can help families and
students learn more articulately. 

We will then talk about learning in context: how do
we adjust the learning cycle keeping in mind that the
family is a different context than school, cultural learning
is a different context than other kinds of learning, “big
C” culture or “little c” culture are different kinds of
context. Then I would like to spend a little time on the
issue of development. How is development different
than just getting older? How is development different
than just collecting experiences? Finally we will discuss
about “designing learning”, whether it is in the kitchen
or in the classroom, and hopefully that would add up to
what I call “learning that lasts.”

DAY TWO
HOST FAMILY INTERCULTURAL
LEARNING – APPLYING EDUCATIONAL
PRINCIPLES TO PRACTICE
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About general learning, we have wonderful
references. For those of you who have looked at
Western philosophy, this comes out of the work of
John Dewey. One thing he felt was really important
was the recognition of diversity in the American
society: it had always been there, but it was the
recognition of it that he began to be interested in.
He said that true learning has to be a combination
of the lived lives, concrete experiences of real human
beings, but that those real lives need to be in
conversation and dialogue with whatever we are
trying to learn or make meaning of. How do we put
the experience of the learner in dialogue with
learning, sometimes to correct it, sometimes to be
able to relate it? How do we make it relevant, real
and useful? Other questions came up, more related
to exchange programs: how is this learning going to
affect the students in their personal and professional
life? How does it affect the family in their daily living? 

The suggestion is that there are two fundamental
and significant ways of doing that. One is reflecting
together. How do we think together? Or better, the
fundamental intercultural issue here is, how can we
think differently together? What happens at the
kitchen table? Or in the classroom? Reflection is a
task of mutual meaning making…Mutual reflection
requires that each person values the fact that he/she
is an instrument of the other’s learning, and that
they could not do it without each other. That is a
very different notion than “I am here for my own
agenda alone” or “we are here for each other's
agenda.”...

And then of course the great issue for us is to go
out and test and experience it: to go to school, to get
the train from the airport, and to experience that
notion in action. The assumption then is that, if we
play with this concept in the hosting experience, we
can change the experience of the family, of the family
members and of the individual into a new and
creative entity, because we constantly have the ability
to reflect on and to learn from one another, and to
expand our intercultural sensitivity and awareness.
And most importantly, because we put that into
action.

Those of us who have studied systems (and we
think a family, a group, an organization, a culture are
all systems), always want to think about who is the
person learning, and what is the context in which that
leaning occurs. Intercultural learning takes place in
a cultural context, and we need to think about two
things. One is to look at what are the characteristics
of the people, in terms of both their personalities
and their cultural characteristics, and the other is
to look at the characteristics of the environment. I
have always thought that if I understood the
characteristics of my students, I could shape my

classroom a little better and that, if my students
understood the characteristic of learning, we might
find a mutual place to meet. 

So the general concept is: who are the people 
and what is the environment? The school is an
environment, the family is an environment, and the
region is an environment. As we are thinking about
learning, experience and reflection and learning in
action take place always in a person/environment
context, and the context will vary. The nice thing is,
if we understand that person and environment are
related, then we have a way of shaping learning.

People have experiences that can be learning
experiences or not. Milton Bennett always says that
you can be in the presence of cultural events but not
have a cultural experience. I always think that
students can be in the presence of learning and not
learn. So we need to think about what experience
really is. We usually interpret events in our own
cultural context: “Oh, it must have been this, when
she looked at me that way it must have meant that.”
We have a spontaneous interpretation of events, but
if we ask people to describe the same event, we get
countless different answers. Ideally, we should share
our interpretations of the events by a deliberate act
on the part of the teacher, or someone in the family,
or the student, and then try to negotiate the multiple
and/or mutual meanings. In this way we can create
an experience of events in an intercultural context.
[This is a necessary component of intercultural
learning.]

The next thing we want to think about is how do
we make experience developmental – not just an
interesting conversation but something that changes
us.There are two sides to making this happen. First,
nobody ever learns without some kind of challenge
– something that throws you off balance, something
you do not know how to interpret, something that
your interpretation is inadequate for. Our training
before people go to the host families is about
anticipating that students will be challenged and
thrown off balance. But if there is too much challenge,
too fast or too soon, it is overwhelming and that could
lead to two things: you step back, or you get out of
town. The people that get out of town lose the cultural
experience, but I don't worry about them. The people
that stay but step back are the people that I worry
about because they remain overwhelmed. 

On the other hand if there is too much support,
if there is no challenge, there is no learning because
the reaction is like “I don’t need to change. I don’t
even know that I need to change.” Therefore the
question becomes how do you balance challenge and
support? So easy to say: we should challenge them
and we should support them so they can get through
the challenge – but so hard to do! I think the job of



AFS and of the host families is to create the
appropriate combination of challenge and support.
So developmental learning, on the part of the
students and the families and organizationally for
AFS, is to try to find ways before, during and after
the experience, to move people towards intercultural
learning through managing the process of challenge
and support.

We tend to find that there are five things that help
in managing the process. 

First, there needs to be a genuine motivation to
learn [both by students and by host families]. Second,
people need to be “sensitive” to intercultural events
– this is “sensitivity” in the way Milton Bennett talks
about it in the Developmental Model of Intercultural
Sensitivity, as awareness of new answers and
aliveness to the experience. I do Reiki work (which
is healing with the hands) and in Reiki you need to
both show up and then be “present.” The way Milton
writes about sensitivity feels to me as like being
present [in the intercultural context.]

Third, by being open to experience, we
understand that we are mutually and individually
making meaning of the experience. Experience in
not neutral and because of that, I think it is not
necessarily shared. [To understand how my
individual experience is similar or different from
yours, we need to share it with one another, and in
so doing, create a mutual experience.] Then, fourthly,
we need to “rehearse.” By “rehearsing” we mean
practice, like an orchestra does before the curtain
goes up. That not only helps them play better, but it
gives them confidence. How do we help people
practice? Dialogue is part of rehearsal: helping
people think together about what is going on. And
lastly, we need to put people in positions to try out
new behavior.

I am suggesting, because I am a developmental
theorist, that learning should not be left to chance.

Our research shows that we can direct learning
toward essential outcomes. I use the word “essential”
meaning primary, key or core learning outcomes.
Individuals and organizations need to make that
decision: teachers, families, schools, and certainly
our students come to us with some idea of what they
want to learn. For instance, AFS, host families, and
students could mutually consider and adjust how
much acculturation is essential for intercultural
learning to occur.

Besides defining what is essential, we need to
consider what is excellent. How do we define what
is excellent in this experience, not just what is “good
enough”? What do we stand for? What is essential
to our principles and our standards (and we do have
wonderful statements about principles and standards
and purposes, don’t we?).For instance, AFS needs
to consider why families and students are here: for
cultural socialization? For individual learning? For
the mutual enhancement of intercultural learning?
Then, they need to negotiate what are the essential
leaning outcomes for that purpose and what excellent
ways can those outcomes be accomplished? For
instance, AFS can ask how is the family there for
the student and the student there for the family for
a mutual enhancement of learning? 

This is taking us from a notion of general
learning for adults, to thinking about some ways to
help learning in different contexts, to the provision
of ideas on how to challenge people to learn and how
to support them in the learning. Adolescents are
coming to the host families, so the families now are
the educational environment, not the only but the
key one. The task is, for those young students to
become more culturally fluid but interculturally
sensitive, in the sense of intercultural learning.

Please remember that you are working with
exchange students, who are developing confidence
and competence. The students tend to experience
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that development in three ways, as summarized by
the three questions: What is intercultural
competence? What is interpersonal competence?
What is instrumental competence? The second one
is about managing emotions: frustration, shame,
loneliness. The third one is about negotiating being
independent and interdependent. This is a big issue:
how do I negotiate who I am and who I am with you?
This potentially leads to a new cultural identity or
cultural fluency, the changes you see in three or six
months or in a year in their fluidity and in their
movement. These tasks confront our students but I
think that they also confront the family.

This is not an end point, this is a new beginning.
The braiding of thinking and feeling and behaving
is always there. I like the word “braiding” because
you can take a strand apart and look at it, but you
can’t separate thinking and being and feeling the
intercultural fluid experiences that integration of
capacity and capability brings about.

Let me leave you with two closing pieces of
research that I think are compelling. These
researches have been done cross-culturally. First, if
the individual only has the experience and the
experience is not reflected upon or put in the context,
about 20% of the learning that could come out of that
tends to last six months later. If they have the
experience plus some reflection, it is 40%. You can
see where this is going: experience plus reflection
plus putting it in some learning context jumps up to
70%. There are only four steps: experience plus the
reflection plus the learning plus the action, and the
assumption is that the action can be repeated, refined
and improved. That makes it 90%. The notion of the
deliberate education (helping the student, helping
the family, helping the trainer, helping the
organization, helping an individual) combines these
steps. It is a really powerful set of data.

Secondly, you asked yesterday (it came out the
panel and in the small groups) how students and
families leverage this learning – how do they use this
intercultural learning in their personal lives and in
their professional lives? [One example is that],both
in academic work and in working organizations,
diverse teams nearly always produce a more
excellent product than non-diverse teams. [But they
do so]only if they are competent in intercultural
communication. A diverse team that is not competent
in intercultural communication will almost always
produce an inferior product. So the issue of
intercultural competence and excellence is a critical
issue. Diversity is one thing. Competency in working
with and in and benefiting from that diversity is
another. And that brings us back to one of our
essential learning outcomes [of exchange]:
intercultural learning.

The purpose of the group discussions on the second
day was to consider how to implement action
strategies that defined or implied in the first day’s
discussion. The specific discussion topics and
questions were derived from the plenary reports
presented at the end of the first day. The topics were
assigned to groups in the morning and afternoon, so
that two different groups discussed each topic.
Facilitators remained the same, and in the final
plenary they reported combined outcomes from the
two groups. The topics were: 
1. Empowering local coordinators and volunteers to

facilitate host family intercultural learning
(facilitated by Valli Murphy & Barry Morris).
a. What are some existing approaches to preparing

staff to deal with family intercultural learning?
b. Host family motivation?
c. Prioritize outcomes of exchange and coordinate

among stakeholders. 
2. Current efforts at host family intercultural

education: AFS/Intercultura & others (facilitated
by Ulrich Zeutschel).
a. Potential benefits of hosting?
b. Structured interventions that directly address

host family intercultural learning?
c. Privacy and Selection issues? 

3. Role of e-learning and/or other self-directed
education for host families (facilitated by Tom Kurz).
a. How can new media be used to facilitate host

family learning?
b. Investing in family preparation?
c. Age-appropriate interventions for siblings?

4. Tools and Intercultural Learning Resources
(facilitated by Milton Bennett).
a. Sources of theory-based approaches, methods,

and tools.
b. Approaches to Measurement.

5. Exploring Applications of Adult Learning Theory
and Research to Host Family Intercultural
Learning (facilitated by Lee Knefelkamp).
a. Theory into practice: Examples, case studies,

benchmarks.
b. Potential benefits of hosting?

As on Day One, each group facilitator summarized the
discussions of the groups. After the summaries,
participants organized themselves into groups based
on common organizations or functions, so they could
apply insights from the groups to their own situations
and generate action strategies. Below, the group reports
are summarized and then the action strategies are listed.
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Empowering local coordinators 
and volunteers to facilitate host family
intercultural learning

According to Valli Murphy and Barry Morris, the
first thing that came up in both sessions was the need
to define the organizational mission. Staff and
volunteers have to really align themselves with the
vision and it is important to understand what the
vision means for the host family and students. Then
the program mission needs to be balanced with the
goals and practical needs of the host family: you
cannot have lofty goals if they don’t fit within what
the host family can do or wants to do. 

Programming needs to distinguish between the
ends and the means, where the ends are related to
mission definition. The original mission of AFS was
peace, but there are other things that are included
in today’s mission, like understanding, knowledge,
skills, open mindedness and justice. The means 
for achieving these ends are obviously student
exchanges that need to be thought of both in terms
of experience but also in terms of training, with
standard operating procedures (handbooks, best
practices and the like). It is important to realize that
people need both experience and knowledge.

The motivation of the host families was a big point
in the discussion. For most host families, intercultural
learning is not an apparent motivation. The want
guidelines, practical and useful knowledge, but they
also want to pursue their own goals that may not
necessarily be related to the organization and its
mission.

The next point was determining the time and the
resources available training. If you only meet once
a year for 2 or 3 days and most of that time is
designated to other things and you only have 2 hours
to really affect the targeted training program,
recognize that those two hours are really critical to
you. 

Volunteers who run training need to begin 
with self-awareness before they can implement
intercultural learning with participants. Cultivating
curiosity should come in every stage. Training should
include experiential activities and encourage
participants to reflect on what they have done and
then to implement an action plan. An obstacle to
training is when volunteers focus on their own story
and consequently have difficulty in generalizing their
anecdotal experiences to other situations.

Experienced families can share their experiences
with new families without extreme emotions. One
thing that seems to be lacking are role plays, videos,
case studies.Finally, local coordinators and
volunteers can really help by creating, implementing,
and organizing communication for all stakeholders.

Current efforts at host family intercultural
education: AFS/Intercultura & others

Ulrich Zeutschel reported that the groups looked at
the topic from different perspectives, starting with
what emerged from a research in New Zealand and
different experiences from various organizations.
According to that research, in general host families
indicated the benefits of hosting as: more social
interaction, enhanced family dynamics, a lot of “big
C” learning (while “little c” learning seems more
limited), and an opportunity to exchange world views. 

The process of selection and preparation 
may be a big factor in host family motivation. We
know from research on students that their reasons
for participating get more and more diverse 
as the orientation process goes on. Maybe this is
something that happens to families too. Research
should target this effect and learn when families
might be most open to having intercultural learning
introduced as a goal. This leads to the whole
question of structured intervention and also to the
question of selection. 

The group spent some time on the new handbook
for volunteers from Intercultura (AFS Italy), that
has been successful in structuring a more
intercultural learning approach that also provides
families with very concrete answers. Nonetheless,
this is a very new field for our organizations.
Exchange organizations have been preparing
students for 50 years and more, but for families it is
a completely new and different story.

Role of e-learning and/or other 
self-directed education for host families

Tom Kurz reported on a very extensive discussion
of discussants’ experiences of e-learning and whether
they feel it works or not. The conclusion was that the
underlying condition to use e-learning in any kind
of way is as an addition to what we already do,
because it needs guidance and moderation of people
who actually know what they do to be effective. E-
learning needs someone to ask further reaching
questions, to make people reach a step further than
what they can do alone. Otherwise people get a lot
of information and resources but only retain a few
long lasting concepts. 

Keeping that in mind, the groups came up with
some ideas. Share experiences, like putting old
families and new ones together. Share material, like
handbooks and best practices. E-learning has fewer
barriers and allows content to be differentiated
according to personal experience. It also allows
increased diversity and more examples, for instance
in a local chapter that only has a few families who
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have already hosted. Of course there are challenges,
like generational differences, internet access, and
deeper motivations, all of which need to be addressed
specifically.

Tools and Intercultural Learning Resources

Milton Bennett reported that the groups talked
mostly about the placement of assimilation, role-
plays, case studies, critical incidents and other such
activities into Kolb’s learning cycle (Theory,
Application, Discussion, Reflection). Activities
should be recognized as emerging from a set of
concepts and theories. But that is not enough; they
then needed to be placed into the experience of the
family. The whole cycle needs to then move towards
the construction of more relevant categories, so that
the new concepts and theories could generate new
activities, in a cycle that moves towards more
relevance to host family intercultural learning.

The materials that currently are accessible by
AFS need to be embedded into a learning cycle so
that none of them sit by themselves. Even if trainers
have only an hour, they should not do just one thing
such as a simulation or case study. They should do
a little of everything from the learning cycle. The
idea is to complete the cycle to allow for the
construction of categories, the conceptual grounding
of that, the practice, the rehearsal and the placing
into the experience itself. That should be done in
every learning situation. 

The groups considered the interaction between
the family and the student, and how that interaction
could be imagined so that the family becomes a co-
learner with the student. Students and family could
generate a sort of virtual, ad-hoc “third culture” –an
interactional space where both family and student
try to adapt to each other and thus mutually create
intercultural learning.

In this context, the groups also noted the
difference between adaptation and assimilation.
When families demand that students assimilate, they
may be implicitly asking that the student “stop being
yourself ” and generate the risk of damaging the
student’s identity. This was the major complaint
coming from many AFS students. We need to
consider this. How can a mutual process be created
that both preserves the integrity of the student but
also the integrity of the family, and that generates
intercultural learning?

Exploring Applications of Adult Learning
Theory and Research to Host Family
Intercultural Learning

Lee Knefelkamp reported that a popular thing in
organizations right now is the notion of “learning
agility”. That is the ability to learn and be responsive
to the constituencies outside, but the focus now is the
constituencies inside of us. If the organizations learn
not just about the clientele outside but learn both
hierarchically and horizontally from the members
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that make them up, they remain agile, responsive,
creative and innovative. And thus they tend to adapt,
keeping their identity, and to last. 

Exchange organizations were seen as constantly
evolving enterprises that need to keep making
opportunities to learn together across internal
subgroups. This internal process is in fact intercultural
perspective taking, because the subgroups of
organizations have different roles and perspectives in
addition to their other cultural stances, so that what
we can do internally is what we want the students,
families and volunteers to be doing with each other and
externally with their cultural environments.

The central question is: how can we as an entity
most effectively and strategically learn from the
experience and reflection and intercultural
knowledge that we can bring?

Action strategies to facilitate more
intercultural learning for host families

1. Clarify educational goals within the organization.
2. Clarify educational goals for volunteers.
3. Clarify objectives (ex. 50/50 learning for students

and host families) for families.
4. Emphasize intercultural learning for host families.
5. Strategically allocate resources (ex. for training)

to include families as participants.
6. Support families in terms of ongoing meeting and

sharing, also through different media.
7. Emphasize intercultural learning goals in AFS

communication.
8. Go beyond survival: follow up orientations for

families after the experience.
9. Strengthen the idea of learning communities

(family, student, community, school).

The strongly-stated final conclusion of the
conference was that intercultural learning for host
families was an important goal, but that exchange
organizations (including AFS Intercultural Programs)
did not have a clear understanding of the learning goal,
and their commitment to the goal was also unclear. As
a result, coordinators, volunteers, and other staff were
themselves not clearly committed to the goal, and

therefore not it the best position to convince families
of its importance. Further implementation of the action
strategies depend on organizations clarifying their
own mission regarding intercultural learning.
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Professionals in the field of exchange
education have known for a long time the
challenges of students and host families in

making this experience a mutually satisfactory one.
Most of the research has focused on the adaptation
of students (Furnham and Bochner, 1986; Paige,
1993; Ward, Bohner and Furnham, 2001; Martin &
Harrell, 2004), their level of intercultural learning
(AFS Impact study, Hansel 1986; Georgetown
Consortium research study (Vande Berg et al, 2004;
Vande Berg & Paige, 2009; Maximizing Study
Abroad research study (Paige, Cohen, & Shively,
2004); their improvement of intercultural sensitivity
over the sojourn span (Hammer, 2006), their global
engagement as a result of the intercultural
experience (SAGE -Study Abroad for Global
Engagement-research study (Paige & Fry, 2008);
AFS Long term impact study, Hansel and Chen
2008). 

However, the other side of the exchange, at least
for most high school level exchanges, is the homestay
family. This research has been presented on the
occasion of the Second Forum on Intercultural
Learning and Exchange, October 26-29 2011,
cosponsored by Fondazione Intercultura and
IDRInstitute, called “The other side of exchange:
intercultural learning through hosting”.

The little research around homestay families has
mainly tackled the issues of their role in making the
exchange experience a success (Grove, 1984) or
around psychological dynamics occurring in the
families (Weidemann&Blueml, 2007). Other research
has only tangentially touched the families as part of
the equation (Hammer, 2006) together with other
pivotal subjects such as schools, teachers and peers. 

None of this research has focused on the intercultural
learning of families, despite the fact that it is one of the
main motivations reported for accepting a foreign

person into one’s own home, both in this research and
as reported in other ones (Grove, 1984; Weidemann&
Blueml, 2007).

For this reason, this research has exclusively
focused on 1) the family members’ cultural self-
awareness, 2) the extent to which they were able to
understand the ‘guest’ culture, 3) the capacity to
transfer learnt intercultural knowledge and skills into
their professional and everydaylife, and 4) the perceived
need to share issues and the complexity of the
experience with other families undergoing the same
process.

The research follows a constructivist qualitative
methodology. The form of a constructivist enquiry
entails: natural setting, as reality cannot be understood
in isolation of its context (i.e. the hosting families
homes); some a priori knowledge (literature, prior
grounded theory such as the Developmental Model of
Intercultural Sensitivity, personal experience, prior
ethnography) in order to determine foreshadowed
questions, which guide the data collection. 

The research process develops according to an
emergent design that comes from the research
experience rather than being totally developed a
priori (co-construction of the process). This evolving
design requires a specific method for identifying
potential data sources. 

Purposive sampling, not representative (random
sampling), is needed to achieve the maximum
variation of multiple perspectives in an emergent
inquiry. In this research, after the test interview and
the length and number of homestays as general
criteria, some characteristics have been outlined for
the choice of the sample families, prior consultation
with the exchange organizations.

Human perception is the primary data gathering
instrument in constructivist research.Therefore
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of hosting families1

1. INTRODUCTION

2. METHODOLOGY
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Interviewers for Intercultura/AFS families: Isabella Derada, Camilla Giacca, Cecilia Lindenberg, Anna Lunghi, Elena Segantin.

Interviewers for Fondazione Don Gnocchi families: Annette Devreux; Elisa Kalaj.



trained interviewers were sent to conduct the semi-
structured interviews on site. 

Qualitative methods (eg. in depth interviewing,
observing, recording) are preferred in formal
constructivist data collections because they reflect
the co-construction of meaning between researcher
and experiencing subject. All interviews were
recorded and transcribed. Then, inductive data
analysis is used to organize raw units of information
into subsuming categories, assuring that the findings
are grounded in the context of the inquiry. 

The rigor standards for constructivist research
quality are composed of trustworthiness – the quality
of the research product-analogous to the positivist
standards of validity and reliability and demonstrates
truth value, applicability, consistency and neutrality; and
authenticity – the quality of the inquiry process – which
includes demonstrations of equal power, consciousness
raising, appreciation of other’s construction. It is the
interactive result of the research process. 

2.1 Sample
Two groups were considered for interviews for a
total of 34 adults (17 females and 17 males). The first
(16 families) was a group of families who had hosted
within the Intercultura AFS program. Criteria for
selection of families were: 1)hospitality between 2005
and 2010- from 3 months to 1 one year; 2)families
hosting while their son/daughter was abroad on a
similar program; 3)families of former AFS exchange
students with all of their children present during
hospitality; 4)families with children; 5)couples with
no children. 

The second group (10 families) was a group of
families who had hosted within the Fondazione Don
Gnocchi program.The international department of
this foundation attends to projects which have been
sponsored in Africa (Zimbabwe, Sierra Leone,
Rwanda), Latin America (Ecuador) and Eastern
Europe (Bosnia, Albania). The “exchange program”
considered here is a medical aid experience started in
2003. It is open to employees and consultants of the
Don Gnocchi foundation who want to host a person,
from children to young adults, from Zimbabwe. The
guests are coming from one to three months to Italy
where they have a heart surgery, then stay for recovery
“at home”, by these temporary families. Families were
selected according to the following criteria: 1)

hospitality between 2005 and 2010- from 1 to 3 months;
2) families with children; 3) couples with no children.

Eleven children above 13 years old were
interviewed (5 females, 6 males). All families came
from region Lombardia, whose main city is Milan.
Majority of adult respondents had a high school (9)
or laurea degree (12) educational level.Families to
be interviewed were chosen by the volunteers on
the basis of their availability, proximity and preview
personal contact. 

2.2 Rationale for the groups’ choice
Literature and experience on students’ showed that
one of the main reasons for AFS hosting families was
getting to know another culture, while the narrative
of the Don Gnocchi families was solidarity. Intuitively,
given the expressed primary motivation, one would
expect a more intentional focus on culture for the AFS
families and less so for the Don Gnocchi Foundation
(DGF) families. 

In the design of the sample, we decided that the
juxtaposition of these two groups was useful for the
researchers in order to make comparison of host
families in two different contexts. Both groups are
exposed to a different culture in their homes for a
significant amount of time, in a similar condition
where they have a role of surrogate parents, where
there often are other children present, their own,
where they have a role of guidance and care. However,
they differ in the implicit goal of the homestay and
in the orientations they receive.

2.3 The DMIS
Underlying the research questions is the theory of
the Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity
(DMIS) by Milton J. Bennett (1984, 1993, 2004). 
The goal was to understand the ability of people 
to construe the hosting event as a chance for
intercultural learning. 

According to the DMIS, the inability to experience
cultural difference is defined as “ethnocentric”, as an
individual is only capable of construing the experience
of one’s own culture. In this mode, cultural differences
don’t exist (Denial), are a threat (Defense/Reversal)
or exist only superficially (Minimization). As people
develop a worldview able to support an intercultural
experience, they become “ethnorelative”. They are
able to recognize the value of difference in other
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cultures (Acceptance), to change their behavior and
their perspective in order to adjust to a different
culture (Adaptation), to incorporate a multicultural
perspective into their identity (Integration). 

Content analysis of statements about cultural
difference can reveal the “predominant experience
of difference” for an interviewee, which is stated in
terms of one of the stages or positions along the
continuum from ethnocentrism to ethnorelativism.
The predominant experience of difference is not
necessarily a respondent’s exclusive experience of
difference, so the researcher looks for the preponderance
of particular kinds of statements. In addition, there may
be “trailing issues,” which are ethnocentric experiences
that may color later, more ethnorelative experiences.
The most common trailing issue is that of Reversal, in
which there is a reversal of the “us/them” polarization
wherein “them” become better than “us.”

2.4 Areas of investigation
Questions aimed at gathering information on four
areas: 1) resource information; general attitude
towards cultural difference; motivation; cultural self-
awareness; 2) ability to observe critical incidents; styles
of coping with cultural misunderstandings; 3) ability
to frame events during the exchange in cultural terms;
4) transferability of intercultural learning; willingness
and ability to share the experience; reflection of the
experience on global citizenship.

3.1 The problem with talking about culture
All interviewers read the interviewees a given
definition of subjective culture, so that they could
respond to questions dealing with culture by having
a common idea in mind. 

The definition was apparently heard, but was in
fact never really taken into account in the responses.
The word culture has turned out to be somewhat
problematic. Respondents were avoiding the word for
the most part or they were stating it as a problem. In
some cases it was so rejected that people said “...we’ve
had the luck to have him in the house...he has never
manifested symptoms of his culture.” (DGF) “...with
N. we didn’t even have the the problem of religion,
since she was catholic while the state religion in her
country is buddhism” (AFS).

All but one defined him/her self as monocultural
(Italian, in most cases they have always lived in the
same area they live at the time of the interview). 

The general response to the question about what
observations they were able to make about one’s own
culture or other people’s culture was that “it was not
an issue” (DGF and AFS). It is therefore interesting
to note that while the stated attitude towards cultural
difference is, for the majority of interviewed people,
a “matter of curiosity,” at the same time it is difficult
for them to talk about it. Particularly when asked
about cultural misunderstanding that might have
led to tension or resentment while hosting, all
interviewees, of both groups, responded that no such
a thing ever occurred during their hospitality. Both
groups reported that they were not able to see any
pattern in the way their guests tried to solve
problems and/or conflicts. The AFS group did not
report any critical incident, that is to say a practical
example that might illustrate a cultural pattern, or
even a linguistic misunderstanding. The DGF group
consistently reported two major observations about
the cultural patterns of their guests: the first is the
attention to time as experienced in Africa, the second
is the attention to the behaviors related to the use
of water in the house. Apparently these are two
cultural generalizations that people remembered
from a DGF orientation program.

3.2 Sources of information
Families were asked what sources of information
they chose, if any, about the guest’s national culture.
The vast majority of people of the AFS group
mentioned internet research. The most searched
information was about geography, history, politics
and food (ways of cooking). 

The DGF group is provided with a basic vocabulary
booklet in English, Italian and a local language. Almost
all interviewees mentioned a two hours briefing with
the international office director and other medical
doctors particularly involved in the program who have
had “a personal experience” of Africa. 

Some respondents in the AFS group report
having attended a general meeting in which all of
the programs are presented, included the hosting
one. However, none of the respondents report having
received information about culture or cultural
differences.
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3.3 The lens of the Developmental Model 
of Intercultural Sensitivity
All the interviews were read and eventually processed
through the lens of the Developmental Model of
Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) by Milton J. Bennett
(1984, 1993, 2004). It provided a conceptual grid to
categorize expressions people used to talk about
cultural difference. The predominant worldview of both
groups is ethnocentrism, with few exceptions of people
whose worldview is ethnorelativist with some trailing
issues in ethnocentrism, always having to do with a
reversed polarization of the us/them dualism (they are
better than us), i.e. “ ...in a certain way we’ve tried to
preserve these differences...our preoccupation was not
to ruin him and so we wanted to preserve those
things we thought were healthy values
that we were risking to contaminate
...now that he’s back to his country
we can say he’s the usual G., a
simple guy...it was a relief for
us because we had the same
fear...in this somewhat
dissolute world of kids with
the cell phone of the decadent
West” (AFS).

On the same note of reversal,
here are some more examples
from both groups: “We had been told
that they liked to eat pizza and L...
“obviously” did not like it. I must say that,
talking about culture, I had some expectations
related to his needs which in fact he never manifested.
He was an example of simplicity. He was happy with
nothing.. L. when was coming home did not want to
eat chips but fruit, for sure better habits than our
children” (DGF).
“he was very cordial..., perhaps more cordial than
people here...yes a kind of education that we don’t have
here sometimes” (AFS).

Nevertheless the most commonly displayed
worldview was one that aimed at minimizing
differences “... a girl that is coming from a very
Westernized country, has more or less the same
defects of our children...the shower that was never
ending...” (AFS).
“I’m an antiracist by definition, meaning that I don’t
see differences, for me, we all are human beings...”
(DGF).

3.4 The cultural codes: between judgment
and attribution
Interviewees were asked through several questions
whether they were able to observe cultural codes
through which their guest had been raised. Again, most
of the respondents from DGF were framing their
observations and examples through the information
they had been briefed with, as they were repeated by
almost everybody in the same fashion. It is not the case
of AFS respondents who for the most part were
attributing different behaviors to personality traits.
As observed in the Weidemann and Blüml study (2007)
“cultural attributions are mostly made in a very
stereotypical and undifferentiated way” (p.13). For

instance, “We noticed his relationship with
things, he put things into the drawers all

very tidily but all together [clean and
dirty clothes, N.O.T.] and think that

I try to inculcate to my daughter
the Anglo-Saxon concept of
order with no success and this
guy arrives all tidy...from a
cultural viewpoint this aspect
discombobulated us. 1-0 for

Zimbabwe against UK for
order” (DGF, Italian mother with

no direct experience of British
culture).

It is even more evident for the
following interviewee, for whom his Japanese

student was exactly like his other children, except
when he was asked to make observations about
cultural patterns. A mix of idealism, stereotype and
attribution all of a sudden makes this student different
from other teenagers because of her role as a cultural
ambassador. “...this kind of youth coming from Japan,
which is our only experience, is a peculiar form of
youth, very related to the cult of tradition on the
parents’ side, for the mother for instance, as much as
we know, was trying to give her piano lessons, singing,
while she was one of those who wanted to go to
karaoke...from a practical viewpoint, her culture, I
mean what she has tried to transfer is not what we
think is “the best”. I don’t want to seem racist, but the
idea is karaoke, Burgy or Mc Donald (fast food), which
is a very Western thing, no? we already are full of
these things, so [she was] transferring from Japan to
Italy the same level.” (AFS).
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The apparent inconsistency between claiming
commonality and stereotyping cultural differences is
understandable through the DMIS, when a person with
a predominant view in Minimization is at times
struggling with the desire to suppress cultural difference
and to simultaneously make generalizations from limited
experience which end up as judgments, sometimes
prejudice, like in these cases: “C. was a stranger, she
has never wanted to be part of the family...among other
experiences this has been particularly negative, since
she has never, despite all the efforts to make her feel part
of the family, wanted to be with us...she had a clear and
strong idea to be a “guest” as if she were paying...it was
only for a month and then luckily she has left. We have
never wanted to host any more Americans.” (AFS).
“The MD told me that they are this way. He was telling
me about examples of complete inefficiency dictated
by the absolute lack of use of the brain. If they are told
to move a sheet of paper, they don’t do it: even it is
logical, they don’t use logic.” (DGF).

3.5 Sharing the experience
The need to share the common experience with other
families is expressed by most interviewees of both
groups. They report it is an experience that is
hard to explain to friends, acquaintances and
colleagues, together with their motivation and
eventual problems.

“No I didn’t talk to anybody. I think it would have
been useful to share it, but not all the people are able
to share their feelings during such an experience. I
mean, you have to find the right people that either
think like you or that can share this interest or
pleasure or interest of yours.” (daughter, AFS).

In the case of the DGF group, most interviewees
have reported feeling scrutinized when going around
with a black boy or girl, who is not your child, but is
treated as such. 

“...I must say that everybody looks at you, they
appreciate you and admire you, but I don’t think they
know exactly what kind of an experience we have
lived” (DGF).

For both groups, but particularly in the DGF
group, there were discoveries of deep value
differences, such as those associated with the poverty
divide. In those cases, the need to share becomes
greater as there is a greater sense of loss when the
child or student leaves.

“there should be more space for confrontation; my
children, when E. was with us, came to realize the
value of water or of an apple, but after two months the
water is still running. The person leaves a memory,
but the faucet stays open, this is the bad side of this
experience” (DGF).

3.6 Hosting brothers and sisters
The experience of hospitality for younger hosting
family members has been similar to the one reported
by parents, that is to say one of dealing with difference
through the strategy of minimization.

“...when he started to speak Italian...he was
different, it was a different thing, before he was a little
like a friend, then he was almost like a brother” (AFS).
“...may be it’s a bad thing to say, but when we started
to talk a little less between ourselves, when we started
to have a less intense relationship, there I understood
that our brotherhood was consolidated, that he had
become a normal presence in our home” (AFS).
“...we started to collaborate together, like two real
sisters, just few weeks after her arrival” (AFS).

3.7 Capacity to transfer learnt lesson 
to professional or personal areas
The general feeling of human enrichment has led most
of the people “to feel more part of the global world”
(DGF) or “citizens of the world” (AFS) but in both
cases with the justification that “we are not a nation,
but in the end all human beings are equal, though
differences exist. In other words it is good that each
one has one’s own characteristics, but one should share
them, not fight them, with no fear.” (son, AFS).

The professional input of the intercultural
experience has been considered more by members
of the DGF group, perhaps given that a lot of them
are health professionals.

“From the professional viewpoint I often have
foreign patients, so I’ve had an opportunity to reflect,
thanks to this experience on the way people experience
differently the concept of time, gesturing...” (DGF).

For the AFS group instead it has been considered
more by the hosting siblings, who, in some cases,
have found in the experience a chance to look for
vocational inspiration such as in the case of this AFS
host: “I’ve reinforced my idea of becoming an
interpreter, because I liked the experience in
Germany [after having been invited back to her
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house] and I’ve seen that by coming here she has
learnt Italian well and I’ve had the idea of studying
languages, particularly German...” 

For most parents it has been a formative
experience for their own children as they have had
the need to share their belongings and space with
somebody else. In the case of DGF respondents, an
additional factor was because they had the chance
to talk with their children about values such as the
parsimonious use of water or food that the African
guests were showing.

Members of both groups reported having had a
very positive experience. They remember the
separation with emotion, as well as the enthusiasm of
the experience of sharing. 

4.1 Personality traits or cultural patterns?
Generally speaking, when the predominant worldview
is one of ethnocentrism, specific cultural information
is used to lock other people’s behavior into stereotypes.
In other cases, actual cultural behavior is interpreted
in the personality sphere.

In the following situation, the siblings attribute a
culturally explainable behavior to personality, while
their parents speak of the same behavior initially in
stereotypical terms, then as “family style,” still missing
the cultural pattern of “use of space.”

“[It was a matter of personality]...when she had
something she was always going to her bedroom with
the mp3” (AFS, daughters) 
“we have a more precise timetable during the day,
for work, for eating, while Germans go, they eat when
they want...they don’t have a precise time...we are
more Germans than they are... she was living all the
time in her bedroom, may be because she had four
brothers...everybody minds his/her own business,
unlike us who eat together, set the table...it was
because of her family, we’ve seen later in her house
that everybody there behaves that way, each of them
in their own room, but who knows if everybody does
that over there” (AFS parents).

4.2 Assimilation or intercultural learning?
For the AFS group more than the DGF group, the
implicit goal of their hosting seemed to be assimilation;
that is, to immerse their student into the life of the

family and the country. In some cases there was an
explicit effort, on the part of some families, to make
their guests understand and assimilate a “better” way
of being in the world. This is traceable to an
ethnocentric approach to cultural difference. At least
in Italy, by trying to behave like a good parent, there
is of course a transmission of values and ideals. While
the DGF group was less inclined toward assimilation
(perhaps because of lack of time), they were similar
to the AFS group in not focusing on intercultural
learning during the exchange.

For example: “...a Chinese person cannot afford
to say no, to smile, to express emotions. This is because
of education, culture, specific ethnicity. All of this
really struck us. We have discovered that after she has
gone back to her country, her mentality went back the
way it was.” (AFS)
“ she took our habits after a week, for me it was like
having another daughter, an Italian, I did not think
she was a German girl” (AFS).

In other words, at best, the result of this experience
for most families, I would say for all the interviewed
families is one of Minimization, where by making the
guest become part of an enlarged family, all differences
are erased. It is interesting to recall Hammer’s research
(2006) whose major outcome was that AFS students’
result of the exchange experience was one of highlighted
humanity, of opening up to a wider world which was not
threatening anymore, but similar to theirs. If the
predominant outcome is the same for students and
families, it is hard to say whether it is a causality issue
or a systemic condition. What seems to be implied in the
responses from interviewees is that it is expected that
the student or guest makes the effort to “integrate”,
where they assume by this word assimilation. The other
interesting finding is the perception, for many
interviewees of “success” of one’s own experience of
hospitality because of higher cultural similarity with the
culture of the guest.

“...when we compared notes with other hosting
families we realized differences. For instance those
who were hosting Chinese students...for them it was
frustrating, because they didn’t have the same ways
to relate to each other, it was complicated, so there
you feel that cultural difference exists. For us, we
perceived culture somewhat, but there were similar
ways of communication, because culture was
similar.” (AFS).
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4.3 The sentimental experience
In both groups, by recalling the experience, people
became very emotional. Even parents and children who
stated, at the end of the interview, they did not learn
anything from a cultural viewpoint, reported a sentiment
of attachment and love for the person they have hosted. 

“Now it is as if we have a daughter, perhaps it is
a big word, who lives in Japan..” (AFS)
“...when I see children of color now, they all look like L.
and that helps me to be more understanding.” (DGF).

The experience of love is the aspect of the
research that the two considered groups share the
most. A point of difference is the belief system in the
background: in the DGF group, the experience was
always associated to Christian values, where by
offering solidarity, they received love. In the AFS
group, in only one case were religious values declared
as leading principles.

The research has underlined a problem of our
internet era: without a scaffolding people don’t know
where to put information about a culture randomly
gathered through research engines. Thus looking for
general information on the web does not consist of
usable information for most of the people. 

The lack of an intercultural framework does not
allow AFS host families to frame events as cultural
ones, therefore any communication event is almost
exclusively an interpersonal issue. The use of 
the comparison group has allowed us to put this
outcome in perspective. Despite the fact that DGF
respondents also have a predominant experience
of ethnocentrism, they are able to attribute some
observations of everyday behavior to the cultural
differences they were prepared for. 

The content analysis shows that almost all
respondents, of both groups, have an ethnocentric
worldview as described by Milton Bennett’s DMIS.
People with a predominant experience of Defense are
split between the two forms of polarization – we are
better/superior/more fortunate than they are; and they
are better/simpler/ knowledgeable about real values of
life than we are (Reversal). A good number of statements
can be placed in Minimization and the few respondents
who organize their experience in Acceptance terms also
indicate strong trailing issues in ethnocentrism.

The nature of qualitative research is to open a topic
and to identify issues for further exploration. This study
was limited by the focus on only Italian families in a
particular regional area. Further investigation could
extend these research questions to a larger sample, both
in Italy and abroad. For instance, it would interesting to
know if the difficulty in describing subjective culture is a
kind of “national cultural problem”, that is to say that
Italians are not inclined to think about culture in these
terms. While it is true that for many Italians the word
culture tends to coincide with objective culture (artifacts,
art and institutions), it is hard to think that almost all
respondents, after having heard the given definition,
could not remember any significant moment they could
attribute to a potential cultural characteristic as opposed
to a personality trait. It also would be interesting to see
if non-Italian families were more comfortable sharing
their experience and thus better resources in recruiting
other hosts. Finally, at a societal level it would be important
to know in what ways these kinds of programs impact
the raising of consciousness about global citizenship,
personal commitment, and social responsibility.

The outcomes of this research show that there is a
potential window for adult intercultural education.
Opening one’s own home to a stranger is an act of faith
showing a willingness to help, but also to share and
learn. As demonstrated in the last twenty years of
pedagogical and neuroscience literature, love and
emotions are the perfect basis for a long lasting learning
experience, both for young and adult subjects (Contini,
1992, Le Doux, 1996, Pert, 1997). Yet love by itself, if not
paired by an educational and learning effort, leaves the
experience at a sentimental stage. The highly activated
emotional state allows the possibility to learn if followed
by adequate cognitive support, such as becoming able
to name emotions and observations, intentionally
creating categories or making links to already construed
frames. The beauty of the hosting experience is that it
might create learning about how to deal with difference
that is transferrable. Being able to intentionally shift
perspective and adapt to a different cultural context
requires cultural self-awareness and observational skills.
Taking this competence into the working environment,
into school, and into the societal context creates

leadership. By raising the overall sensitivity 
around the value of diversity in society we become
contributors of a more peaceful and thriving
environment.
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taking an international GIOCA master (innovation organization culture
and arts). He has been a volunteer for AFS Italy since his return from
a school year in Belgium in 2005. His passion in AFS is intercultural
learning and exchange, and he has been working in this field since he
became a volunteer. He took part in several AFS activities at national
and local level concerning intercultural learning and exchange. He has
been a participant in the Volunteer Summer Summit 2008 organised
by EFIL in France. He is a member of the Task Force on Intercultural
Education of Intercultura and he attended the first Forum in 2009 

Chamil E. Mahieddin, former AFS exchange student (2003-2004),
Chamil E. Mahieddin is a Ph. D. candidate and a tutor in social and
cultural anthropology at Aix-Marseilles University, at the Institut
D'Ethnologie Méditerranéenne Européenne et Comparative
(IDEMEC). He is currently conducting a fieldwork on the articulation
between national, socio-historical patterns of behavior and transnational
religious movements, with a main focus on the cases of Pentecostalism
and Charismatic Christianity in Sweden. 

Irene Maina, She was an AFSer in Sweden in 2000-01 and she became
a volunteer since her return to Italy. Since October 2010 she lives in
Colle Val d'Elsa, where she works as an assistant in the human
resources department of Intercultura. She graduated in International
Studies in 2007 and she is currently writing her final dissertation for
the master degree in International Sciences and Human Rights. She
has been a member of the task force on intercultural education of
Intercultura and she attended the first Forum in 2009.

Antonio Marco Maniga, is a medical doctor (general surgeon),
married, with three daughters. He was an AFS student in USA (1972)
and an Intercultura and AFS volunteer ever since. He lives and works
in Cagliari, the capital of Sardinia, Italy. He is currently a member,
and former chair, of the "Intercultura Sardinian’s Regional Association"
board and a board member of Intercultura. He works as a volunteer
in the Cagliari local chapter of Intercultura focusing mainly in fund
raising and public relations. He is a member of the Task Force on
Intercultural Education of Intercultura. 

Susanna Mantovani, is professor of Education and at present Deputy
Rector of the Università Milano Bicocca. She has studied philosophy,
developmental psychology and child development. Her research has
focussed on child development, family studies, early childhood and
family policies, family education and teachers’ professional development
in a national and international perspective. She has served in many
national and international committees and has consulted in the past
for OCDE and the Bernard Van Leer Foundation and is at present
member of the Board of Unicef Italia. Since 1999 her research is
focussed on intercultural education and on methodological issues in
intercultural studies. She is currently involved in the project Children
Crossing Borders (www.childrecrossingborders.org) supported by the
Bernard van Leer Foundation and in the project Interculture supported
by the Fondazione Cariplo. Over the years she has been visiting scholar
in various universities in Europe, in the U.S. and in Brasil and visiting
professor in 1979 and 1980 at the Freie Universitaet in Berlin. In 1963-
64 she has been an AFS exchange student in the U.S.

Diana Maratea, is an AFS-Returnee from the United States to Italy.
Four years after the end of the program, she decided to move
permanently to Italy. In 1992, she began working for the Intercultura
National Office in Colle Val D'Elsa and has been with the organization
ever since. Her present role within the Association is National Hosting
Coordinator. This role includes the preparation and revision of all
orientation materials used to guide the Italian families, who host foreign
students in Italy on the Intercultura programs, before and during their
experience, as well as the material used for the orientation of the
students once they have arrived in Italy.

Anna Rita Marini, was an Afs student to Chicago in 1976-77. She is the
mother of three children and of seven “AFS children” and she has a very
high Afs spirit! She worked as flight attendant for 12 years and then decided
to devote entirely to her family: she became a full-time mom and for many
years helped her husband in his office work. She says: ”Ten years ago I run
into a Intercultura poster and my memories went back to my own experience.
For me and my family it was the beginning of a new life: first I was hosting
and sending mother, then hosting coordinator and president of my local
chapter, Brescia, and now Regional coordinator for Lombardy”.

Elena Melli, graduated in International Relations and then gained a
master degree in International Business Studies. She is currently working
for EFSA (European Food Safety Authority). She worked in Chicago for
6 months and she is an active AFS volunteer since when she returned from
Quebec, Canada, where she spent a year in 2003-04. 

Davide Modolo, was an exchange student with AFS to Denmark in 2004/2005
and since his return he has been an active volunteer at local and national
level. As volunteer he attended several training seminars on various AFS
related topics including the last Forum on "Intercultural Learning and
Education" in 2009. He completed a Bachelor degree in Computer Science
at the University of Padova and a Master degree in Artificial Intelligence
at the University of Amsterdam. He is a member of the Task Force on
Intercultural Education of Intercultura. 

Renata Montesanti, has graduated in Foreign Language and Literature
in the University of Rome “La Sapienza” in 1983. She speaks English and
Spanish fluently, with some knowledge of Portuguese and French. Renata
works in the Italian Istitute for Environmental Protection and Research
with the role of Head of Communication. In AFS-Intercultura Renata is
the Hosting Coordinator of Roma Sud Local Chapter, has hosted two times
(a Chinese boy on 2009-2010 and a Brazilian boy on 2010-2011) and sent
her daughter abroad for a year program in Germany in 2009-2010. She
has participated in many regional and national seminaries, is very active
in national activities and took part in VSS Hungary on 2009.

Barry J. Morris, is the Vice Provost for Global Engagement and Strategic
Initiatives for Kennesaw State University (KSU). He also serves as the
Executive Director of the Institute for Global Initiatives (IGI), a compilation
of key KSU organizational units engaged in the internationalization of the
university such as centers for area studies and offices for education abroad
and international admissions. Barry was Dean of American University Nigeria.
He has been a member of the faculties of Georgia Institute of Technology’s
Sam Nunn School of International Affairs and Georgia State University; and
a senior researcher at the Carter Center of Emory University and the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Papers Project. He received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in
International Relations and International Political Economy from Emory
University, a B.A degree in Russian and Political Science with a specialization
in International Relations from Tulane University; and a Certificate for
Technical Managers from the Dupree College of Management at the Georgia
Institute of Technology. He received a Certificate in Russian Language &
Culture from Moscow State University – Lumumba Institute and studied
Chinese and economics at Tsinghua University in Beijing, China. Barry is a
member of the American Political Science Association, the American Economic
Association, the International Political Science Association, and the NAFSA
Association of International Educators where he has served on NAFSA’s
International Education Leadership Knowledge Community.

Valli Murphy, is the founding principal of Cultural Intersections, a
consulting firm that designs and delivers programs for cultural exchange
agencies and global organizations. For the last nineteen years, she has
worked extensively with international exchange organizations, creating
training modules and initiatives that enrich the relationships between host
families, au pairs, students, and local community coordinators. Valli also
combines her life experience of growing up in Greece, Italy and the U.S.,
along with her professional work as an intercultural trainer and executive
coach to help individuals and multinational companies address culturally
based challenges.

Asmik Nagapetyan is a volunteer of AFS Russia. She was born in Yerevan,
Armenia, in 1962. First she got education as a radioengineer, but then she
decided to be an English language teacher. In 1991 she got married and
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went to Russia, Ekaterinburg (her husband was living there and it was
still one country - the USSR). She currently works as a teacher and as
an assistant of the school headmistress. She has pupils of different ages,
from 7 to 16 years old. Her historical Motherland is Armenia and she
tries to go there as often as she can, yet her second Motherland is, of
course, Russia, where she has been living now for almost 21 years. 

Johanna Nemeth, born in Vienna, Exchange Student in Palo
Alto/California with ICYE, PhD in History. Department Chief in the
“Österreichischer Kultur-Service” (Association founded by the Austrian
Federal Ministry of Education). Secretary General of AFS Austria since
1991 and serving on multifold international and European committees.

Anselmo Roberto Paolone, attended the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Sociales in Paris were he defended a short thesis (mémoire de
D.E.A) in anthropology, and then entered the European University
Institute in Florence, where he defended his Ph.D. thesis in history, with
a dissertation on the birth of School Ethnography in Britain. He has been
Visiting Global Fellow at New York University in 1999-2000 and Visiting
Researcher at the London School of Economics in 2000-2001. He has
been lecturer in comparative education and school ethnography at the
University of Rome “Tor Vergata”. Currently he is full time researcher
at the University of Udine, Department of Education. He is board member
of SICESE (Italian Branch of the Comparative Education Society in
Europe). His most recent publication is a book entitled: “Educazione
Comparata e Etnografia, tra Globalizzazione e Postmodernità”
(Comparative Education and Ethnogrpahy, Between Globalization and
Postmodernity). His fields of interest include comparative education,
school ethnography and qualitative research in education, history of
education.

Andrea Pellis, was an exchange student to Jamaica in 92/93. He then
volunteered for Intercultura for several years, before joining the staff
in Colle Val d’Elsa in 2005 as participant support assistant. He moved
on to the Intercultura Foundation in Sept. 2011.

Matilde Piva, works in the Participants Support office of Intercultura
since October 2010. She was an AFS Student in year 1984-85 in Iowa
(USA). Her study background is Foreign Languages and literatures. She
has worked for about 15 years in multinational companies, in support and
administrative roles involving new processes implementation or in training
areas. She has achieved in 2009 a diploma in Process Counseling , which
has helped her in the development of some of the competences needed
in her current role in Intercultura, and her self-awareness as individual.
She is interested in participating in this Forum, to gain more insights on
the motivation Host families have when choosing to host a foreign teenager
and what they gain from this experience in intercultural terms. 

Ruth Quiles, works for AFS-USA in New York City as the Intercultural
Education & Quality Specialist. Her responsibilities include reviewing
and developing all publications distributed by AFS-USA for the purpose
of orientations and volunteer training. She is also involved in developing
online training materials and she oversees the Hosting Orientation
Workgroups (HOW’s), which develop country/culture-specific materials
in conjunction with AFS Sponsored Programs. Ruth is an AFS returnee
to Australia and has studied abroad at the University of Queensland,
Australia and the Universitat de Valencia, Spain.

Roberto Ruffino, is the Secretary General of Intercultura, the Italian
national agency for international pupil exchanges at the secondary
school level. He is also Honorary Chairman of EFIL, the European
Federation for Intercultural Learning. In 2007 he was one of the
founders of the Intercultura Foundation that promotes research and
experimentation in educational exchanges. In assigning him an
honorary doctor degree in education sciences, the University of Padua
defined him “an entrepreneurial leader in the field of intercultural
education, that he has contributed to introduce into the schools: the
merit of is work in the field of educational exchanges is recognised and
valued internationally”.

Manuel Schwinn, holds a degree in Business Administration of
Saarland University, Germany. He was an AFS participant to both the

USA (school-based program) and South Africa (internship program).
He has completed training programs in facilitation and participatory
training approaches and was a member of the European pool of trainers
and the training advisory body, both at the European Federation for
Intercultural Learning (EFIL). At present, he is director of Human
Resources and Organizational Development at AFS Interkulturelle
Begegnungen e.V., a position in which he is responsible for designing
and implementing Intercultural Learning activities for all participant
groups, staff, volunteers and also external audiences.

Mirella Simeonova, works as Intercultural Learning consultant at
AFS Interkulturelle Begegnungen e.V. She holds a degree in
Psychology and has worked in university projects comparing cultures
and at a German consulting company in the intercultural field. Mirella
was born in Sofia, Bulgaria, and has lived in 6 different countries.

Maria Chiara Spotti, is instructor of German as Foreign Language
at Università Cattolica Sacro Cuore in Milan and AFS volunteer since
2005. Workshop leader with focus on intercultural communication and
diversity issues for students and adults. She participated in two
research projects of Fondazione Intercultura about the perception of
diversity among school pupils and about the school integration of
exchange students in Italy.

Clara Valsecchi, lived in Norway in 2003-04 as an AFS exchange student
and she has been volunteering for AFS-Intercultura since 2004. Graduated
in “Intercultural Communication for Business and Companies” in
November 2008 at the University of Bergamo with a thesis on “Leadership
styles in India. The perception of hierarchy in the Indian companies”. She
has been an intern at the Intercultura communication office in Milan. She
is a member of the Task Force on Intercultural Education of Intercultura. 

Arne Weidemann, holds a degree in psychology (Dipl.-Psych.) from
the University of Erlangen/Germany. Since 2005 he is research assistant
at the Chair of Intercultural Communication at Chemnitz University
of Technology (CUT).  He teaches qualitative methodology and methods
and supervises one-year-long student research projects. His research
interests include cultural psychology and action theory, problems and
potentials of intercultural communication, intercultural learning,
teaching intercultural competence in higher education, qualitative
methodology and methods, pragma-semantic analysis, social
representation, and intercultural aspects of host-guest interactions.
Arne is co-editor of the German language publications “Handbook
Intercultural Communication and Competence” (Metzler 2007), and
“How Can Intercultural Competence be Taught? Theories, Methods
and Practices in Higher Education. A Handbook.” (transcript 2010).

Cristina Zavaroni, is an Intercultura volunteer at the local and national
level ever since returning from her exchange year to the US in 1991, Cristina
studied ethnology and anthropology of learning and cognition in Italy and
the UK and later obtained a specialization in ethnomedicine and
ethnopsychiatry from the University of Genoa where she is currently
pursuing her Ph.D in Psychology, Anthropology and Cognitive Sciences.
She started doing field work among the Bakonzo of Uganda in 2004; there
she has studied the effect of primary schooling on identity building,
childhood initiation rituals, mental health practices and is currently
investigating the pathoplastic effects of the interaction between tradition
and modernity. Cristina works as a consultant anthropologist for
Associazione Mamre, a Clinic offering psychological and ethnopsychiatric
support and treatment to migrants, based in Torino. She is a member of
the Task Force on Intercultural Education of Intercultura. 

Ulrich (Uli) Zeutschel, board member of AFS Germany since 2006;
coordinator of Scientific Advisory Council of AFS Germany since 2010;
former exchange participant at both high school (YFU, Detroit MI,
1970/71) and university level (Fulbright grant, Michigan State
University, 1977/78); host brother to a year student from the U.S. in
1971/72; freelance researcher with AFS International Programs
(Volunteer Resources Study) and YFU International Center (“Students
of Four Decades”); facilitator and coordinator of Researcher-
Practitioner-Dialogue in Germany (1989-2006); organizational consultant
and trainer with Osb international, Hamburg, (www.osb-i.com).■
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Occuparsi dell’educazione dei figli vuol dire anche metterli
in contatto con coetanei di altri paesi.

Non è sempre possibile andare all’estero per un lungo
periodo ma è facile accogliere in casa per un anno

scolastico o una durata più breve
uno studente straniero selezionato da Intercultura.

Sono giovani di sedici o diciassette anni motivati
a conoscere e capire l’Italia e desiderosi di parlare 

del proprio paese: Intercultura li iscrive a scuola 
e li assiste attraverso i suoi volontari.

Dal 1955 ad oggi migliaia di famiglie li hanno accolti 
in casa li hanno inseriti nella propria vita 

ne hanno accettato l’idealismo e le incertezze, l’entusiasmo
e gli scoraggiamenti.

Oggi hanno un amico per la vita.

Aggiungi un posto a tavola!



Intercultura onlus
Associazione riconosciuta con DPR 578 del 23.7.1985
Iscritta all’Albo del Volontariato della Regione Lazio
Partner di AFS Intercultural Programs e di EFIL 
(European Federation for Intercultural Programs)
Certificazione di qualità UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 
rilasciata da DNV

Centro di formazione interculturale,
Direzione dei Programmi, Amministrativa 
e delle Risorse Umane
Via Gracco del Secco 100,
53034 Colle di Val d’Elsa (Siena)
tel. 0577 900001

Relazioni Istituzionali,
Scuola e Sponsorizzazioni
Via Venezia, 25
00184 Roma
tel. 06 48882401

Comunicazione e Sviluppo
Corso Magenta, 56
20123 Milano
tel. 02 48513586

per informazioni:
www.intercultura.it
segreteria@intercultura.it

Fondazione Intercultura onlus
Via Gracco del Secco 100,
53034 Colle di Val d’Elsa (Siena)
tel. 0577 900001

www.fondazioneintercultura.org


